
 

 

 
 

Mythical Creature Quiz 
 

Description 
Using a PowerPoint presentation and handouts, kids will try to guess the mythical 

creatures. Clues for each creature will include geographical location, description and 

image.  

Selected creatures are: dragon, unicorn, bigfoot/sasquatch, kraken, dirawong, 

qalupalik, dokkaebi, ymir, ninki nanka and siren.  

We encourage you to incorporate The Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical 

Creatures by Stephen Krensky and Pham Quang Phuc in your program by reading a 

few short excerpts after the presentation (if you have time) to get kids interested in 

learning about mythical creatures. 

 

Number of Participants  
For a minimum of two participants 

 

Space Considerations 
Any space indoors where a PowerPoint presentation can be set up for participants 

 

Competencies 
 Following directions 

 Memory 

 Reading comprehension 

 Understanding and appreciation of animals 

 Vocabulary building 

 

Materials 
 Mythical Beast Quiz participant quiz sheets 

 Mythical Beast Quiz PowerPoint presentation 

 Pencils with erasers  

 

Long Activity 

Ages 9–12 

45–60 minutes 



Preparation  
 Test the Mythical Beast Quiz PowerPoint presentation at some time before 

your actual program 

 Print the Mythical Beast Quiz participant quiz sheets  

 

Implementation 
1. Set up the PowerPoint presentation 

2. Explain the program and the types of clues they will be given 

3. Play the presentation 

4. Read some excerpts from The Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical Creatures 

by Stephen Krensky and Pham Quang Phuc (optional) 

 

Accessibility Considerations 
 Read clues and multiple-choice answers aloud twice 

 Describe the image once the correct answer has been revealed 

 Provide materials about mythical creatures for different reading levels and 

varying formats 

 Do not rush through the program; if time is running out, just do a few 

questions and encourage kids to learn more about mythical creatures 

 

Book Suggestions 
A Royal Guide to Monster Slaying by Kelley Armstrong and Xavière Daumarie 

The Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical Creatures by Stephen Krensky and Pham 

Quang Phuc 

The Fabled Stables: Trouble with Tattle-Tails by Jonathan Auxier and Olga 

Demidova 

The Lunch Club: The Curse of the Scarewolf by Dom Pelletier 

ParaNorthern and the Chaos Bunny A-hop-calypse by Stephanie Cooke and Mari 

Costa 

 

Download Links 
Mythical Creature Quiz PPT (PowerPoint presentation) 

Mythical Creature Quiz: Participant Sheet  

Mythical Creature Quiz: Answer Sheet  

https://prismic-io.s3.amazonaws.com/tdsrcstaff/e116697a-ccff-4df4-8aad-659dc4a0101e_FINAL+22-323bp_EN_MYTHICAL_CREATURE_QUIZ_CP_SD.pptx
https://prismic-io.s3.amazonaws.com/tdsrcstaff/308537eb-46fd-473d-a4f2-94ebede1bb0a_FINAL+22-323bo_EN_Mythical_Creature_Quiz-Participant_Quiz_Sheet_CP_SD.docx
https://prismic-io.s3.amazonaws.com/tdsrcstaff/308537eb-46fd-473d-a4f2-94ebede1bb0a_FINAL+22-323bo_EN_Mythical_Creature_Quiz-Participant_Quiz_Sheet_CP_SD.docx
https://prismic-io.s3.amazonaws.com/tdsrcstaff/7ddea3f3-03ef-4aef-a0b4-b50468a4792f_FINAL+22-323bn_EN_Mythical_Creature_Quiz-Participant_Answer_Sheet_CP_SD.docx
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